
You Are Welcome to Use Guizhou Changzheng OLTC

Please read this instruction carefully before you operate the purchased on load tap
changer. Be sure to pay attention to the following matters:
1. Check and accept the products according to the packing list when receiving

products. Keep the evidence if there are any damages during transportation in
order to claim compensation from the responsible party and protect your rights.

2. The tap changer only can be used with the transformer which specified in the order.
You need to consult with our company in advance if you want to change the
purpose of this product.

3. The installation, put into operation, maintenance and repair of the product should
be complied with the operating instruction and relevant provisions of security.

This instruction emphasized some important matters of safety instruction in four
ways.
Warning
Give the word of “Warning” when ignoring a requirement will cause the life damage
of operator. This is a warning of danger to life and health, disregarding this warning
can lead to the serious or fatal injury.
Careful
Give the word of “Careful” when ignoring a requirement will lead to the damage to
the equipments. This information indicates particular danger to this device or other
equipment of the user, but the serious or fatal injury can’t be excluded.
Caution
In order to emphasize at any time, the word of “Caution” will be used, remind it
should be careful when operating according to the requirements of “Warning” and
“Caution”.
Note
These are additional explanations for a certain subject..
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1. General description

ZV on load tap changer is composite
structure, it combines the functions of
diverter switch and tap selector and
form into selector switch, both bear the
selection of taps and switching of load
current, then establish the overall
insertion type structure. The tap
changer is installed on the transformer
tank cover by the tap changer head.
The technical performance of ZV
vacuum on-load tap-changer meet to
the requirement of GB10230.1.2007
<Tap-changer Section 1: Performance
Requirement and Test Method>,
IEC60214.1-2003<Tap-changer
Section 1: Performance Requirement
and Test Method>.

These operating instructions apply to the tap

changer of all following models:
Three phase tap changer:
ZVIII350Y，ZVIII500Y

ZVIII350D，ZVIII500D

Single phase tap changer:

ZVI350，ZVI700
1.1 Instruction of product model

ZV Ⅲ 350 Y-72.5-10193W

Basic connection diagram

Max. voltage of equipment(kV)

Connection methods of tap changer

Max. rated through current(A）

Numbers of phase（Ⅲ、Ⅰ）

Model Number

Note：

① Connection methods of tap changer:

D is D connection, Y is Y connection.

② The instruction of basic connection

diagram is as following:
10 19 3 W

10------The circumferential contact number
of tap selector
19------ Max. number of working position
3 ------Number of middle position: there are

0, 1, 3 three kinds.
0 means liner regulating

W-------Change-over category: W is reversal

regulating, G is fine coarse regulating

1.2 Environment condition of using

1.2.1 The temperature of oil is no higher

than +100℃, no lower than -25℃.

1.2.2 The around air temperature is no

higher than +40℃, no lower than

1.2.3 The inclination between mounting

plane and vertical plane is no more than 2%.

1.2.4 There is no serious dust as well as

other explosive and corrosive gases in the

mounting place.

1.3 Basic Parameters

1.3.1 The appendix 1 and 3 is the main

parameters of on load tap changer.

1.3.2 The contact resistance of every single

contact point of contacts is no more than

500μΩ.

1.3.3 The oil temperature rising of long-term

Warning：
Only use the on load tap changer
with the transformer specified in the
order.
The installation, electrical connection
and commissioning of the on load tap
changer must be carried out by
qualified, skilled personnel according
to these operating instructions.
Any unauthorized modification and
alteration of the tap changer is
forbidden without first consulting
Changzheng.
In the process of installation,
electrical connection and
commissioning of on load tap
changer, if didn’t operate according
to this instruction, it may causes the
faults and even leads to personal
injury and equipment damage.
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current carrying contacts and conductive

parts will not exceed 20K when the on load

tap changer under the 1.2 times Max. rated

through current.

2. Product structure

This product is combined type on load tap
changer, it consists of tap changer body and
selector switch oil chamber.
2.1 Selector switch body

Selector switch consist of energy storage
mechanism, operating shaft, switch
components (contact system) and transition
resistance. As shown in figure 1.

ZVIII500 ZVIII350
Figure 1

2.1.1 Energy storage mechanism
The action of selector switch is realized by
energy storage mechanism. Energy storage
mechanism adopts dead point release
principle.
It consists of energy storage spring, release
crank, 180°free coupler, Jujube wheel with
position indication panel, selector switch
grooved wheel, grooved wheel slotware,
operation crank of change-over selector and
circular substrate. See figure 2.

One end of the energy storage spring is
connecting with the flange, the other end is
connecting with the release crank, the
release crank and grooved wheel slotware is
connected by a same shaft, the 180° free
coupler rotated to push the release crank, so
that the energy storage spring stretches and
release at the dead point, grooved wheel
slotware stir the selector switch grooved
wheel and turn a groove, then finish a
switching operation. Before the 180° free
coupler turned to the dead point, its rolling
wheel embedded in the groove of Jujube
wheel and make the Jujube wheel turned a
groove, the gear position indication of
position indication panel changed one time.
The operation of changer-over selector is
performed by the cam and operation crank
of change-over selector.

Figure 2

2.1.2 Operating shaft

The operating shaft of selector switch is the

insulation tube withφ130 (the lower tube of

Y connection switch is steel tube), its upper

end equipped with a three jaw coupling and

connected with the grooved wheel of energy

storage mechanism, its lower end equipped

with a bearing seat and mounted on the

bearing center at the bottom of oil chamber.
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The inside of the insulation tube equipped

with grading shield, the center equipped

with oil pumping pipe to fix the operating

shaft on the bearing center.

Change-over selector and switch

components of selector switch are mounted

on the operating shaft respectively, the

operating shaft is driving shaft to drive

change-over selector and selector switch

components action, as well as the main

insulation of switch to bear the insulation of

switch to the ground.

2.1.3 Switch components (contacts system)

Switch components consist of change-over

selector moving contact system and selector

switch moving contact system.

Change-over selector moving contact system

consist of three insulation arc type boards

and doubling opening clip type moving

contact system, it is positioned on the upper

part of the operating shaft evenly, it only

moves when the polar change-over is

needed.

Each phase of selector switch moving

contact system is composed of one output

contact, one main contact, one main

switching contact and two transition

contacts. The transition contacts are made of

copper-tungsten so that can improve the

contact life. The contacts all are roll type. In

the process of switching, the contacts

revolve around the operating shaft center, at

the same time they revolve on their own axis.

It is double resistance transition roller type

switch method (500A has two output

contacts and two main contacts)

Output contact is prolonged contacting with

guide ring, output contact and main contact

is the current carrying conductor of selector

switch long-term electricity, the main

switching contact and transition contact only

works in the switching process of selector

switch.

2.1.4 Transition resistance

Transition resistance is fixed on the

operating shaft by using of resistance tube

and insulation skeleton, and connects with

transition resistance, rotates together with

operating shaft, it has good heat dissipation

and thermal effect.

Transition resistance uses high temperature

resistant nickel chromium alloy material,

transition resistance can complete the

function of current limiting and bridging

correctly in the process of switching.

Transition resistance is needn’t to be

replaced under normal circumstances.

2.2 Selector switch oil chamber

Selector switch is composed of tap changer

head, insulation cylinder and cylinder

bottom.

2.2.1 Tap changer head

Tap changer head is composed of head

flange, head cover, head gear transmission

device, tap position observation window, oil

overflow screw, blasting cap and etc. See

figure 3
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Figure 3

There are four connection flanges on the tap

changer head flange, three of them with

bending pipe. Bending pipe R connects with

oil conservator through gas relay. Bending

pipe S connects with oil pumping pipe in the

tap changer, the drilling pipe extends into

the oil chamber bottom to suck oil. Q is used

for oil filtering. So that the oil after filtering

can be sent back to the tap changer oil

chamber, E2 is used for oil overflowing and

exhausting of transformer.

The tap changer head cover equip with a

blasting cover, it is a circular bulge with

φ204, the head cover still equip with bevel

gear transmission device of connecting

horizontal drive shaft, tap change indicating

observation window and oil overflow screw.

The head cover adopts O ring to seal. The

head gear can be rotated according to

mounting position.

2.2.2 Insulation cylinder

Insulation cylinder is a glass fiber cylinder,

its upper end is connecting with head flange,

the lower end is connecting with cylinder

bottom, the insulation cylinder integrate

with head flange by rivets, the insulation

cylinder is connecting with cylinder with 4

lifting hook screws, the up and down all

adopt O ring to seal.

Insulation cylinder equip with change-over

selector fixed contact and selector switch

fixed contact, the sealing between guide ring

as well as connection terminal, contacts, etc.

and insulation cylinder is using O ring.

2.2.3 Cylinder bottom

The cylinder bottom is made from plastic

molding, there are 4 lugs on it, and used to

connect with insulation cylinder, there is a

bushing insert in the middle of the cylinder

bottom, it is not only the fixed supporting of

the bearing seat at the operation shaft

bottom but also the internal point of oil

pumping tube inserting. The lower bushing

equips with a oil draining screw, the oil will

leak out after unscrew the screw, Between

the oil draining screw and cylinder bottom is

sealed by seal ring.
2.3 Motor drive mechanism and its
controller, as well as other supporting
components
2.3.1 Motor drive mechanism and its
controller
ZV on load tap changer can work with
MA9B or MAE intelligent motor drive
mechanism. MA9B motor drive mechanism
equip with CY40 series intelligent tap
position monitor, MAE intelligent motor
drive mechanism equip with CZK-100B
series intelligent tap position monitor.
The detail description of motor drive
mechanism (figure 4) and intelligent tap
position monitor (figure 5) please read the
instruction manual of corresponding product
in the product accessories.
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MA9B Motor drive mechanism

MAE Intelligent motor drive mechanism

Figure 4 Motor drive mechanism

CY40 CZK-100B

Figure 5 Intelligent tap position monitor

2.3.2 Other spare parts
The connection between ZV on load tap
changer and motor drive mechanism is
connected by the bevel gear box and
horizontal, vertical drive shaft (figure 6).

3. Receiving notes

3.1 Complete scope
After the release testing, on load tap changer
and motor drive mechanism is set in the
work position. Then take the moisture
protection packaging.
The whole on load tap changer device is
shipped by the following several parts:

ZV on load tap changer:

Figure 1 (ZV500，Max. 200kg)

Figure 1 (ZV350，Max. 150kg)

Motor drive mechanism MA9B

（ Approx. 63kg ） or motor drive

mechanism MAE（Approx. 70kg），figure 4。

Drive shaft with coupler and bevel gear

transmission box (Approx. 20kg), figure 6.

Gas protective relay (Approx. 3.5kg), figure

7.

Figure 6 Figure 7

It should put up and down gently, pay

attention to the rain and moisture and forbid

inversion during transportation.

3.2 Acceptance check and storage

The products should be checked and

accepted according to packing list when

receiving the goods; if you found the

transport damage, you should take pictures

of the packing box and the package goods

which are damaged, keep them as evidence

in order to claim the compensation from the

responsible party, and protect your rights.

Put the on load tap changer in the warehouse

with air flow, the relative humidity is not

greater 85%, the temperature is not higher

than ＋ 40℃ and lower than -25℃, there

shall be no corrosive gases in the storage

environment and should not be affected by

the rain and snow.

On load tap changer should be stored in the

airtight package, it only can be opened till

the mounting.

\ Note:
Usually, the drive shaft, bevel gear

box and protective relay are packed
together with on load tap changer.
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4. Installation

4.1 Installation of tap changer into the box
cover type oil conservator (figure 8)
4.1.1 Mounting flange

The mounting flange is necessary when the

tap changer head is installing on the

transformer tank cover. The structure of

mounting flange should be designed

according to the sealing surface of tap

changer head (appendix 5).

The drilling template is recommended to use

in order to make the position of screw is

accurate (appendix 6).

4.1.2 Installation of tap changer head on the

transformer cover

The tap changer is lowered through the

cover opening hole (mounting flange) of

transformer cover, and fixed the tap changer

head on the mounting flange by using of

screw.

The steps are as follows:

1. Put the tap changer on the horizontal

surface.

2. Clean the tap changer head and the

sealing surface of mounting flange.

3. Put an oil resistant gasket on the

mounting flange.

4. Lift the tap by hooking up the tap changer

head and lower it into the opening hole of

mounting flange carefully.

5. Make sure not to damage the connection

terminals.

6. Check installed position of the tap

changer.

7. Fix the tap changer head to the mounting

flange.

Figure 8

4.2 Installation of tap changer into bell type

oil tank

To install the on load tap changer into a bell

type oil tank, the tap changer has to be

mounted on a supporting structure

Therefore the tap changer is equipped with a

supporting flange at the oil chamber.

First lift the tap changer onto the supporting

structure and connect it to the regulating

winding. At this time, tap changer has to be

attached to the supporting structure solidly

and can not be moved.

There are bores in the supporting flange, so

that it can be provisionally secured to the

supporting structure without further

measures. At the same time it is

advantageous to put spacer blocks

temporarily between supporting structure

and supporting flange and remove them

before setting up the bell type cover.

After mounting the bell type cover, raise the

tap changer by means of the lifting

horizontal hanging plate (appendix 9) and

attach both tap changer and tap changer

head to the bell type cover.

To attach the tap changer head to the bell
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type cover we recommend using the

mounting flange described in as section 4.1.

4.2.1 Installation of on load tap changer on

the transformer

Lift the tap changer on the supporting

structure. Make sure the tap changer is in

the accurate mounting position and fasten it

reliably.

By using the way of installing spacer blocks
between the supporting structure and
supporting flange, the tap changer is in its
envisaged final position after the bell type is
set up, then the leads to be connected to the
tap changer can be dimensioned in length
correctly.
The connection between regulating winding
and tap changer take-off terminal should be
carried out according to the instruction of
section 4.3.

4.2.2 Preparations
The tap changer head must be removed from
the tap changer before setting up the bell
type tank.
The energy storage mechanism must be
removed first for the removal of the tap
changer head. Make sure that the tap
changer is in its adjustment position. This
position is indicated in the connection
diagram which is supplied with the tap

changer.
4.2.3 Removal of tap changer head cover

(figure 9)
Unscrew the 20 cover bolts M10×35.
Take off the tap changer head cover, take
care of the cover gasket (figure 10).

Figure 9

Figure 10

Note：
The connected leads must not exert any force
on the tap changer. Moreover, there must be
sufficient clearance, so that it is possible to
raise the tap changer to its final installation
position after the bell type tank has been
mounted.

Note：
The tap changer must be suspended in the
supporting structure accurately and vertically.
The tap changer must be mounted so that it
need not be lifted by more than 5 to 20 mm to
reach its final position after the bell-type cover
has been set up.
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Figure 11

4.2.4 Removal of energy storage mechanism
The supporting structure of energy storage
mechanism is attached to the tap changer
head by 5 bolts M8 (figure 11). Note the
positions of the gear markings.
Unscrew the pipe nut at the suction pipe
(38# wrench), then move the elbow pipe to
aside.
Unscrew the spring of energy storage
mechanism, withdraw 2 elastic cylinder pin
8×32.
Loose 5 screws M8 × 40 on supporting
structure (figure 12).
Remove the energy storage mechanism in
upward direction (figure 13).
Take note of the position of the center
positioning support rod for later
reinstallation (red triangle logo) (figure 14).
Keep all removed parts for reinstallation.

Figure 12

Figure 13

Figure 14

Caution：
Avoid dropping any parts into the tap
changer oil chamber at any time. Otherwise
there is the risk that the tap changer will
block and both tap changer and transformer
will be damaged.
Therefore, make sure that the number of
small parts is complete when disassembling
and reinstalling. Count them to be sure.
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Figure 15

4.2.4 Lift the tap changer insert from tap

changer oil chamber

Lever up the oil pumping tube by lifting tool

(appendix 8), take out the oil pumping tube

by hand (figure 15).

Connect the lifting tool to the bearing seat at

the upper part of tap changer insert by 3

screws M10× 25, if selector switch insert

equip with change-over selector, the hook of

lifting tool should be put into the groove of

change-over selector bearing seat (figure 16)

Rotate the lifting tool, making the contact

system of change-over selector and selector

switch insert is in the empty position that

don’t contact with the oil chamber fixed

contacts (figure 17).

Lift up the selector switch insert carefully

and slowly (figure 18).

4.2.5 Remove the tap changer head from

the tap changer

Loosen 9 cylinder head six hexagon bolts

M8×30 and gaskets which connect the tap

changer head to the supporting flange,

Keep the removed parts for reinstallation.

Lift the tap changer head from the

supporting flange, pay attention to the seal

ring of supporting flange (figure 19).

Figure 16

Figure 17

Figure 18
4.2.7 Setting up the bell type transformer

cover
1. Clean the sealing surface of supporting
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flange before setting up the bell type
transformer cover. Remove the spacer
blocks.
2. Lift the bell type cover over the
transformer active part and set up the bell
type cover.
3. Clean the sealing surface before mounting
the tap changer. Put an oil resistant gasket
on the mounting flange.
Depending on the final different height,
leave a clearance of 5 to 15 mm between the
tap changer head and supporting flange.
With the help of two location pins (figure
19), it can ensure the tap changer head is
assembled in the correction position of
supporting flange of oil chamber. Fasten the
tap changer head to the mounting flange.
4. Put the horizontal lifting traverse under
the supporting flange (figure 20). Lift up the
tap changer gently in upward direction in
order to the bolts (9 M8 bolts and gasket) of
oil chamber all can be screwed in. Screw
tight these bolts evenly.
4.2.8 Reinstallation of selector switch insert
and gear mechanism
Reinstallation of selector switch and gear
mechanism is carried out in the reverse
order of its removal
4.2.9 Close the tap changer head cover
Installation of tap changer head cover:
Check the seal ring before close the tap
changer head cover. Screw tight 20 bolts
M10×35 evenly (with gasket)

Figure 19

Figure 20
4.3 Connection of regulating winding

and tap changer take-off leads
The connection of regulating winding and
tap changer take-off leads has to be carried
out according to the connection diagram.

If leads are crossing the surface of oil
chamber, leave a clearance of at least
50mm between the leads and the
surface of oil chamber.
All connection terminals are marked
with the code that same as the labeling

Note：

Check the adjustment position through

the observation window on the tap

changer cover.

Note：
All connections to the tap changer should be
connected reliably and solidly. The tap leads must
be assembled in such a way as to allow all leads to
be connected to the tap changer without tension.
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of connection diagram. Connection
terminals are designed with bores so
that the connection lug of leads can
connected to the one side of the
terminals. The bore diameter of
connection terminals are:
Connection terminal of change-over
selector (figure 21):
Bore diameter 11mm, connected by
M10 bolts.
Selector switch 350A (figure 22),
500A (figure 23) and connection
terminal of single phase 700A:
Bore diameter 11mm, connected by
M10 bolts.
The neutral point connection for on
load tap changer 350Y, 500Y has been
connected well by the supplier when
the tap changer leaves the factory
(figure 24):

Figure 21

Figure 22

Figure 23

Figure 24

4.4 Transformer ration test
We recommend to carry out the transformer

ratio test before drying of the transformer.

To operate the drive shaft in the tap changer

head, we can use a short tube ofφ 25mm

with a coupling bolt of φ 12mm that is

connected at the drive shaft, the other side of

the short tube equip with a crank..

For MA9B motor drive mechanism, tap

changer will perform a switching operation

when the horizontal drive shaft turns one

circle. For MAE motor drive mechanism,

the tap changer will perform a switching

operation when the drive shaft turns 33

circles.

Try to minimize the operation times of tap
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changer before without oil filling into the

tap changer.

The terminal position of tap changer must

not be exceeded, the terminal position can

be checked in the connection diagram.

Therefore it is necessary to check the

attained operating position through the

inspection window in the tap changer head

(figure 25).

After the transformer ratio test the tap

changer has to be set back to the adjustment

position.

4.5 Drying and oil filling

4.5.1 Drying

It is must carrying out the minimal drying

according to the follow instructions. It is the

prerequisite to ensure the insulation

performance of tap changer.

4.5.1.1 Vacuum drying

（1）Drying in the oasthouse

It must to remove the tap changer head

cover when drying in the oasthouse.

Heating up: the tap changer in air of

atmospheric pressure with a temperature rise

of 20℃/hour to final temperature of 110℃.

Figure 25

Preparatory drying: tap changer is in the

circulating air at 110 ℃ max. for

continuous drying 10 hours.

Vacuum drying: tap changer is in the air at

110℃ max., its drying time is same as the

drying time of transformer.

(2) Drying in the transformer oil tank

If the transformer is to be dried in its own

tank, as the tap changer head cover remains

closed during the entire drying process, the

interior of the tap changer must be

connected to vacuum by a connecting pipe.

The tap changer cover is vacuum proof.

To ensure sufficient drying of the interior of

the oil chamber and the tap changer insert, a

by-pass tube must be connected between the

transformer oil tank and the pipe connection

at the tap changer head that leads directly

into the oil chamber (accessories)

The by-pass tube is connected between the

pipe connection E2 at the tap changer head

and elbow tube R (figure 26).

Procedure, temperature, pressure and

duration of the drying process are performed

according to the above instructions.

Figure 26
4.5.1.2 Vapor phase drying process
Before starting the drying procedure, the oil
drain screw (figure 27) in the oil chamber
bottom must be opened to drain the
condensate from the oil chamber. The oil
drain screw must be fastened again after the
drying procedure .
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Figure 27
(1) Vapor phase drying in oasthouse
The tap changer head cover must be
removed when drying the transformer in the
oasthouse.
Heating up: by admitting the kerosene vapor
at a temperature of about 90℃ . Keep this
temperature constant for about 3 to 4 hours.
Drying: by increasing the vapor temperature
by 10 ℃ per hour to the desired final
temperature, but at most to 125℃ applied to
the tap changer.
The duration of the drying procedure is
normally the same as that of the transformer.
Make sure the oil drain screw has been
closed after the drying process.

(2) Vapor phase drying in the transformer oil

tank

The transformer is vapor phase drying in its

oil tank, the tap changer head cover should

remain closed during the entire drying

process.

4.5.2 Oil filling
Close the tap changer head cover, screw

tight all 20 cover bolts M10.

Tap changer and transformer are

simultaneously filled with new oil under

vacuum. When filling the tap changer with

oil, pipe connection S or Q on the tap

changer head is to be used. To apply vacuum

to the tap changer a by-pass tube between

connections E2 and R is to be installed in

order to evacuate both transformer and oil

chamber simultaneously.

4.6 Installation of other on load tap changer

components

4.6.1 Installation of connection tube

The tap changer head is provided with three

pipe connections for different purposes.

After loosening the thrust collar these pipe

connections can be freely swiveled (figure

28).

Figure 28
（1）Pipe connection R for protective relay:

The protective relay should be mounted in

Note：
Do not operate the tap changer after

drying without oil filling, otherwise
bearings and gaskets will be damaged.

Caution：
The oil drain screw must be closed safely
after the drying process to ensure that no oil
from the tap changer oil chamber can flow
into the transformer oil tank.

Warning：
The tap changer oil chamber and its oil
conservator must be filled only with the
transformer oil according to GB2536, the
use of other oil will endanger the safe
operation of tap changer and transformer.
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the connection tube between the tap changer

head and oil conservator, and the relay must

be mounted as near to the tap changer head

as possible, usually it directly connects to

the flange of elbow tube R and keep the

relay in the horizontal position.

The arrow mark on the relay should point to

the oil conservator when mounting.

The pipe extending to the oil conservator

must have an inclination of at least 2%.

The position of elbow tube R and elbow

tube Q can be interchanged.

(2) Pipe connection S for oil suction pipe:

The pipe connection S is used for oil suction

from the selector switch oil chamber when

maintain the selector switch or change oil of

the selector switch. Therefore a pipe which

lower than the selector switch oil chamber

bottom must be connected with the side of

transformer tank, the upper end connects to

the oil suction flange, the lower end equips

with a oil drainage valve.

This oil suction pipe can be used for the oil

filling pipe of oil filter.

(3) Pipe connection Q of oil filling

This pipe connection serves as the

connection of the oil return pipe, if no oil

filter is connected, a cover is used to tight

the pipe connection.

(4) Connection flange E2:

This connection flange is closed by a cover.

This flange hole leads into the oil chamber

of the transformer tank directly beneath the

tap changer head.

4.6.2 Mounting of motor drive mechanism

You may find comprehensive mounting

instructions in our operating instructions.

4.6.3 Mounting the bevel gear drive box

The bevel gear drive box is to be attached to

a support on the transformer cover with 2

bolts of M16 (appendix 11).

Figure 29

Note：
The serial number of motor drive
mechanism must be identical.
Motor drive mechanism and tap changer
must be in the same operating position.
This position is indicated in the tap changer
connection diagram supplied with the
equipment.
The motor drive mechanism must be
mounted at the transformer tank in a
vertical position and protected against
excessive transformer vibrations.

Note：
Bevel gear drive box should mate with tap
changer. The stamped-on serial number of
them must be identical.
The horizontal drive shaft must be proper
alignment with the shaft end of the tap
changer head gear box.
After removing the platen and loosening
the thrust collar of head gear box, the head
gear box can be swiveled freely.
Tighten the thrust collar (max. torque
15Nm) after adjust the position of head
gear box, close the gear box platen and
dead lock the bolt with lock sheet (figure
29).
The bevel gear in special design and
intermediate bearings of the vertical or
horizontal drive shaft, the above
instructions apply also.
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4.6.4 Mounting the drive shaft

Drive shaft is the mechanical connection

between the motor drive mechanism and tap

changer head, through the bevel gear box,

divert the transmission from vertical direction to

horizontal direction.

Mounting the horizontal drive shaft:

Loosen the thrust collar of tap changer head

cover gear box (6 bolts M8), the horizontal shaft

of gear box must be in proper alignment with

the horizontal shaft of bevel gear drive box.

Find out the actual length of horizontal drive

shaft according to the size of two shafts

between the bevel gear drive box and tap

changer gear drive device, process the square

tube to the required size and deburring,

considering the thermal expansion and cold

contraction, leave a certain clearance between

the both coupling ends of the horizontal drive

shaft (the total clearance is about 3mm).

Mounting the horizontal drive shaft, adjust

the upper gear position of tap changer head

and tighten the thrust collar.

After mounting the horizontal drive shaft

according tot the clearance size between the

two coupling flange, remove the extra

dimension of rain cover and tighten the rain

cover with the clamps after put it in place.

Mounting the vertical drive shaft:

Find out the actual dimension of vertical drive

shaft square tube according to the dimensions

between the bevel gear drive box and motor

drive mechanism vertical drive shaft, process

the square tube to the required size and

deburring, considering the thermal expansion

and cold contraction, leave a certain clearance

of the vertical drive shaft connection (the total

clearance is about 3mm).

Mounting the vertical drive shaft, the

connection pin near to the motor drive

mechanism can be fixed installed only after the

connection verification of the motor drive

mechanism.

When the length of vertical drive shaft exceeds

2m, the intermediate bearing should be

equipped in order to avoid shaking.

When mounting the drive shaft make
sure that the shaft ends to be connected
are aligned exactly.
4.6.5 Connection verification between tap

changer and motor drive mechanism

The purpose of the connection verification

between the tap changer and motor drive

mechanism is adjusting the transmission

desynchrony between the tap changer and

motor drive mechanism to make the

transmission synchronizing.

Check the setting service position of motor

drive mechanism and tap changer.

Turn to the direction of 1→N with handle,

write down the handle rotation numbers start

from the selector switch action (hear the

switching noise) to continue rotating the

handle until the red center mark in the green

mark of motor drive mechanism tap change

indicating wheel appears on the center of

observation hole.

Rotate the handle in reversal N→1 direction,

write down the rotation numbers.

The connection is correct if the differences

of rotation number between the straight and

opposite direction are smaller than 3.75
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circles; the rotation numbers need to be

adjusted if the rotation differences are bigger

than 3.75 turns. Loose the vertical drive

shaft, turning about 3.75 circles by handle to

the direction with more rotation numbers,

then connect with the vertical drive shaft.

Adjust the rotation numbers according to the

above way till the straight and opposite

circles smaller than 3.75 circles.

4.7 Commissioning of tap changer at the

transformer factory

4.7.1 Mechanical operation test

Before applying voltage to the transformer,

some mechanical operation tests must be

carried out to check the mechanical

functions of tap changer and motor drive

mechanism.

The tap changer has to be run through the

entire operating cycle in the mechanical

operation test.

Make sure that in each operating position,

the indications of motor drive mechanism

and tap changer (tap changer head) show the

same position.

Check the electrical and mechanical
terminal limit functions at the two limiting
positions.
4.7.2 Final oil filling
The oil level of tap changer oil conservator

and transformer conservator is basically
equal.
Fill up the tap changer with transformer oil
via the oil conservator and bleed at the
places as follows in the pipeline:
Bleed the tap changer head: remove the
screw cap M16 of the cover. Unscrew the
bleeder and spilling screw M6 by
screwdriver (figure 30).
Bleed the oil suction pipe (S): remove the
screw cap M16 at the oil suction elbow pipe.
Unscrew bleeder and spilling oil screw M6
by screwdriver (figure 31).

4.7.3 Ground connections

Connect the ground screw of the tap changer

(M12, max. torque 60Nm) to the transformer

tank (figure 32), connect the ground screw

of motor drive mechanism (M12, max.

torque 60Nm) to the transformer tank.
4.7.4 Electrical test of transformer

After the above operation is compete, the

electrical tests necessary for acceptance of

the transformer can be performed.

4.7.5 Adjustment position of tap changer

The tap changer and motor drive mechanism

should be turn to the adjustment position of

delivery after all the tests are completed.

Note：

The bleeding must be complete, the

screw only can be screw tight until the

transformer oil is spilling from the

bleeder and spilling oil screw, otherwise

the insulation capability of the tap

changer to the ground will be impaired

significantly.

Caution:
Do not operate the tap changer after drying
without filling oil. Otherwise it will damage
the bearing and gasket.
The coupling position of tap changer and
motor drive mechanism must be same,
otherwise it will cause the serious faults of
tap changer and motor drive mechanism.
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Figure 30

Figure 31

Figure 32

4.8 Transport the transformer and tap

changer to the user

If the motor drive mechanism is to be

demounted for transport of the transformer

to the installation site, move the motor

drive mechanism into the adjustment

position and then uncouple.

The reinstallation of motor drive mechanism
should follow the instructions according to
sections 4.6.2 and 4.6.4.

For short term storage of 2 to 4 weeks

without oil conservator, the oil in the tap

changer should be released about 5 litres to

lower the oil level.

If the oil in the transformer is released

completely, the oil in the tap changer should

also be released completely.

But the interior of the tap changer oil

compartment should be protected in the

same way as the transformer.

If a long term storage is expected, the heater

of the motor drive mechanism must be

connected and put into operation.

4.9 Put into service at the operating site

Before putting the transformer into service,

the operational tests of tap changer and

motor drive mechanism should be

performed according to section 4.7.1. At the

same time check the function of the

protective relay.

The gas relay must to be inserted into the

tripping circuit of the circuit breaker so that

Note：
Do not operate the motor drive mechanism
while the tap changer is uncoupled.

Note：
If the transformer is filled with oil but stored or
transported without oil conservator, a by-pass tube
must be installed between the interior of the
diverter switch oil compartment and the
transformer tank to equalize the pressure caused by
the expansion of the oil. This by-pass tube is
installed at the tap changer between the pipe
connections E2 and Q of tap changer head.

Note:

The by-pass tube should be removed

before the transformer is put into

operation
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the transformer can be switched off from the

circuit immediately when the gas relay is

energized, check the function of gas relay

through pressing the test button of

“Transformer Off” on the gas relay.

When having energized the transformer,

tap changer operations under load can be

performed. Then the gas produced from

switching will accumulate under the cover

of the tap changer head will cause minor

oil displacement or escape via the oil

conservator.

5．Supervision during service

Supervision for the motor drive mechanism
of tap changer is limited to occasional visual
checks of tap changer head, protective relay
and motor drive mechanism.
Pay special attention to:

If there is oil leakage at the sealing locations

of the tap changer head, protective relay and

pipe connections.

The sealing of motor drive house;

Proper function of the electrical heater

inside of the motor drive mechanism;

Apparent conditions of the control devices

in the motor drive mechanism.

In case of serious faults with tap changer or

motor drive mechanism which can not be

easily overcome on the operating site or in

case of a response of the protective relay,

please contact the transformer manufacturer

or the after service department of our

company directly.
Note：

Check that all stop valves between oil

conservator and tap changer are open.
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6. Maintenance

Important notes：the on load tap changer must be inspected at regular intervals to maintain a high
level of operating reliability.
We strongly recommend to carry out the inspections after the tap changer running for a period of
time. The inspection should be carried out by our after service department in principle. This
guarantees a professional performance of the inspection and ensures the updating of specific
components to the latest operational state. If the inspection is not to be carried out by our after
service department, the person who will carry out the inspection must be trained by our company
or has the qualification to carry out the inspection. For the inspections that didn’t be carried by our
after service department, please send a inspection report to us so that we can update our
maintenance record. If the spare parts need to be inspected, please quote the serial number (see the
nameplate of on load tap changer and motor drive mechanism) and the number of switching
operations.
The following tap changer operation numbers as the judgement of inspection cycle are
base on the empirical data of using the conventional oil.
Table 1 Recommended maintenance cycle

On load tap changer
Transformer rated

current

Number of tap changer operations

Without oil filter With oil filter

ZVIII350Y/D ZVI350
Under 200A 100000 150000

Under 350A 70000 140000

ZVIII500Y/D
Under 350A 70000 140000

Under 500A 50000 100000

ZVI700
Under 350A 70000 140000

Under 700A 50000 100000

If the number of operations indicated in table 1 has not been reached, an inspection is
must to be carried out after the tap changer has been operated 5 to 6 years
The first inspection of ZVIII 350D，ZVIII 500D tap changer should be carried out in 2 to 3 years
after the tap changer is put into operation.
The standard values for oil test is as following, it applies to the transformer oil at service
temperature:

On load tap changer Water content Dielectric strength

ZVIII350Y ZVIII500Y ＜40ppm ＞30kv/2.5mm

ZVIII350D ZVIII500D ＜30ppm ＞40kv/2.5mm

ZVI350 ZVI700 ＜30ppm ＞40kv/2.5mm

Warning：
Ignore the inspection cycle will bring the danger to the failure-free operation of tap changer
and transformer.
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7. Appendix

Appendix 1 Tap changer technical parameters
Appendix 2 Tap changer installation dimensions
Appendix 3 Tap changer insulation level
Appendix 4 Tap changer basic connection diagram
Appendix 5 Mounting flange
Appendix 6 Drilling template
Appendix 7 Installation diagram of bell type flange
Appendix 8 Lifting tool of tap changer insert
Appendix 9 Horizontal hanging plate
Appendix 10 Tap changer with change-over selector adjustment drawing
Appendix 11 Adjustment drawing of liner regulation tap changer
Appendix 12 External and installation dimension drawing of CX10 bevel gear drive box
Appendix 13 Mounting diagram of horizontal and vertical drive shaft
Appendix 14 External and installation dimension of gas relay

Appendix 15 By-pass tube structure drawing
Appendix 16 Tap changer head flange installation dimension drawing
Appendix 17 Connection principle drawing
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Appendix 1 Tap changer technical parameters
No Specification III350Y III350D Ⅰ350 Ⅰ700 III500Y III500D
1 Max. rated through current (A) 350 350 350 700 500 500

2 Phases and connection mode Neutral point Selectable connection Neutral
point

Selectable
connection

3 Rated frequency (Hz) 50 or 60

4

Max. rated
Step voltage
(V)

Contacts: 10 1500
Contacts: 12 1400
Contacts: 14 1000 -

5
Rated step
capacity
(kVA)

Contacts: 10 525 660 400-525
Contacts: 12 420 520 325-420
Contacts: 14 350 450 -

6 Short circuit current (kA)
Thermal (3s)

Dynamic (peak)
5

12.5
10
25

7
17.5

7 Operating
positions

Liner
regulation

Max. 14 Max. 12

Reversing and
coarse regulation

±3～±13 ±3～±11

8 Insulation level
(kV)

Rated voltage 35 66

Highest
voltage

40.5 72.5

Power frequency
withstand
voltage
(50Hz, 1min)

85 72.5

Impulse test
voltage
(1.2/50μs)

200 350

9 Mechanical service life No less than 800,000 operations

10 Electrical service life No less than 200,000 operations

11 Oil compartment Service
pressure

3×10
4
Pa

Leakage test No leakage under 6×10
4
for 24 hours

Over pressure
protection

Blasting cap blast at 2.5±0.5)×10
5
Pa

Protective
relay

QJ4-25 Oil flow speed set at 1.0m/s±10%

12 Motor drive mechanism MAE/MA9B
13 Weight Model III350Y III350D Ⅰ350 Ⅰ700 III500Y III500D

Weight (kg) 140 150 120 130 190 200

14 Oil drainage
volume (L)

Liner regulation 135 185 85 120 205 240

Reversing and
coarse regulation

165 220 115 150 235 275

15 Oil filling Vs
and min.
volume DV
(L)

Vs DV Vs DV Vs DV Vs DV Vs DV Vs DV
Liner regulation 105 14 165 21 60 10 85 12 160 20 200 24

Reversing and
coarse regulation

130 17 180 22 85 12 108 15 185 22 225 26

Note: 500A rated step capacity under the situation of lowering the rated current can be increased
from 400kVA to 525kVA (10 contacts), and from 325kVA to 420kVA (12 contacts).
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Appendix 2 External dimension of tap changer
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Appendix 3 Insulation level of tap changer
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Appendix 4 Tap changer basic connection diagram
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Appendix 5 Mounting flange
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Appendix 6 Drilling template
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Appendix 7 Mounting diagram of bell type flange
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Appendix 8 Lifting tool of tap changer insert
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Appendix 9 Lifting traverse
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Appendix 10 Switch with change-over selector adjustment drawing
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Appendix 11 Liner regulation switch adjustment drawing
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Appendix12 CX10 bevel gear transmission box external from and

mounting dimension drawing CX10
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Appendix 13 Horizontal and vertical drive shaft mounting diagram
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Appendix 14 External form and mounting dimension of gas relay
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Appendix 15 By-pass tube structure drawing
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Appendix 16 Mounting size drawing of tap changer head flange

E1- Oil overflow hole of tap changer oil
compartment

E2-Oil overflow hole of transformer oil tank
Q-Oil filling elbow tube
S-Oil suction elbow tube
R-Protective relay elbow tube
Note: The position of elbow tube R and Q can
be interchanged according to the requirement.
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